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Pgdm bfs full form
Asked about IMI Delhi - International Institute of Management - Post-Graduate Diploma in Management (PGDM) 2 Answers A Answered by Aparna Agarwal 3 years ago In the first year, these three courses have almost similar subjects. However, some specific subjects such as labor law are special for HR and bank management is only for BFS. For PGDM, one is given the option
to choose a major (finance, marketing, operation) in the second year. However, BFS is mostly financially taught although students are allowed to take marketing and operational electives as well. HR students are taught all labor laws, employee benefits and so on. So PGDM gives you the flexibility to choose, BFS provides you only for the banking division i.e.; primarily financial and
HR are taught in relation to human resources. In the first year, these three courses had almost similar subjects. However, some specific subjects such as labor law are special for HR and bank management is only for BFS. For PGDM, one is given the option to choose a major (finance, marketing, operation) in the second year. However, BFS is mostly financially taught although
students are allowed to take marketing and operational electives as well. HR students are taught all labor laws, employee benefits and so on. So PGDM gives you the flexibility to choose, BFS provides you only for the banking division i.e.; primarily financial and HR are taught in relation to human resources. In the first year, these three courses had almost similar subjects.
However, some specific subjects such as labor law are special for HR and bank management is only for BFS. For PGDM, one is given the option to choose a major (finance, marketing, operation) in the second year. However, BFS is mostly financially taught although students are allowed to take marketing and operational electives as well. HR students are taught all labor laws,
employee benefits and so on. So PGDM gives you the flexibility to choose, BFS provides you only for the banking division i.e.; primarily financial and HR are taught in relation to human resources. PGDM is a general management program where you learned the subject of all fields in the first year. In the second year, you can choose the electives of any area of your choice. This
can be from finance, marketing, operations, etc. PGDM- BFS is a core financial program where you are taught the core financial subject from its establishment. However, you can take the electives of other areas as well. So, basically, people who have preset mind about their area of interest can decide their course and choose accordingly. PGDM is a general management program
where you learned the subject of all fields in the first year. second year, you can choose the electives of any area of your choice. This can be from finance, marketing, operations, etc. PGDM- BFS is a core financial program where you are taught the core financial subject from its establishment. However, you can take the electives of other areas as well. So, basically, those who
have preset minds about them can decide their course and choose accordingly. PGDM is a general management program where you learned the subject of all fields in the first year. In the second year, you can choose the electives of any area of your choice. This can be from finance, marketing, operations, etc. PGDM- BFS is a core financial program where you are taught the
core financial subject from its establishment. However, you can take the electives of other areas as well. So, basically, people who have preset mind about their area of interest can decide their course and choose accordingly. The NSDC-KPMG report says the BFSI sector will recruit over 1.01 million additional workers throughout 2017-22. Another KPMG-CII report states that the
banking industry in India has the potential to be the 5th largest in the world by 2020 and the 3rd largest by 2025. All this suggests that the BFSI industry could be the preferred career option for national graduates because of the unprecedented growth it offers. Technological innovations such as ATMs, internet banking, payment gateways, and UPI along with government policies
such as banking sector reforms, have brought dramatic changes in the way the BFSI industry operates. These changes demand future ready-made work professionals and come with an industry-focused skill set. Higher education enters a new era where the curriculum must rightly capture the skills and behavior of the new age industry needed in the VUCA environment and the
focus is on developing industry-focused efficiency for working life. To achieve this, cooperation between industry and academia is very important for both, progress and innovation. PGDM Programme – Banking &amp; Finance is the result of a collaboration between BFSI industry experts and academics, and it aims to create management professionals that correspond to the bill in
the dynamic BFSI industry today. Various BFSI industry roles that a person can aspire to after the PGDM program – Banking &amp; Financial Services includes investment managers, credit managers, business development managers, customer relationship managers, investment advisors, fund managers, budget analysts, bank managers, banking fund flow managers and
corporate banking managers etc. And, if you choose to do PGDM in Banking &amp; Financial Services, you can make your career at leading private banks, NBFCs, mutual funds, life and general insurance companies, capital market companies. Completing PGDM in Banking &amp;programmes; Financial Services can put you on a career path in leading private banks, NBFC,
mutual funds, life and general insurance companies, capital market companies etc. This excites you and you wish to go for PGDM in the Banking and Finance services in Delhi, you can check the strong academic qualifications of the Asia-Pacific Institute of Management and the perfect placement record in the PGDM program - Banking &amp; Financial Services. More than past
students from PGDM/MBA-BFSI were placed in leading banks and financial institutions in the 2nd year of the programme. B Leaked : First Of All Thanks for giving your time to B Leak. I hope you do that great. Thanks for giving this wonderful opportunity and it's really great to come up with this concept, leak B is a platform to know the true scenario of any college for any MBA
aspiration to take a more informational decision for its future. We know IMI has some of the best stagings these days, please answer all questions given the average placement and profile yes! I will try to provide information given the average placement and overall cluster scenario of B Leak: How is Life in IMI? First Year and Second Year Life? At first life got a little hectic with
clubs, committees and staying out of your house but ultimately, it's a fun experience meeting new people and learning so much from each other. The IMI has many committees run by students and each committee offers their own events throughout the year in charge of students involved throughout the year. The first year we lived off-campus and there was no such campus life in
the first year. Hostels for the first year group were contributed, however, the group transferred to campus in the second year. The first year gets a little comprehensive but the second year is quite cool and you can do a lot of direct projects and lots of other things. Also, we party like crazy very often: right from class parties, cluster parties, clubs, hostels and many that are no reason.
It's not a very tight atmosphere, we believe in working harder the party harder! B Leaked: How is the internal faculty (Profs) and how do guest lectures? [In general students B-Schools is not happy with the 80% internal prof (80-20 Pareto Rules) The Faculty here is really good with good representation of leading prof in all domains. For financial professors such as Sanjay Dhamija
Sir who has rich working experience at the corporate company for 16 years, also the director and COO ABN AMRO Asia Equitues and partnered with HSBC and various leading organisations, the experience he travels with him and his teaching methodology is not comparable. The marketing sector has professors such as Neena Sondhi maam, awarded the GoldMan Sachs
sponsorship for Harvard Business School. He's got a Harvard case and his own cases to discuss in class. Classroom teaching methodology is very interesting and not just a teacher's lecture in the classroom because we have a sign of class participation included in the final assessment. In total for the 3 credit courses 20 lectures, 2 lectures or especially a specific topic taken by
visiting the faculty from the industry. IMI gets really good people from the industry to teach a particular topic. They get with themselves their own experiences from corporates to give us a real picture beyond other than Knowledge. B Leaked: How are the other campuses of IMI Kol&Amp;Bhubhneswar? Kolkata's IMI is at a growing and upcoming stage. Recently, three students
were offered training to Spain. There has been a recent addition of Xunta de Galicia to the list of international collaborators, at IMI Kolkata and has opened new channels. However little do we know about the IMI bhubhneshwar B Leak: Better IMI flow (Fin, Marketing, Ops, Other General Management) IMI Fin and signs both are good. We had equal opportunities coming for both.
The strategy has some excellent faculty but very few roles are offered for general management or strategic roles in the IMI. B Leaked: If we compare all courses then how are the other two IMI courses (B &amp; FS &amp; HRM) ? BFS is good but only for fins. Pgdm&gt;bfs&gt; I won't recommend HRM , unless your last resort. HRM placements are not 100% plus profiles from
what people tell me is average. Your Bfs has no option to switch anywhere. You will fin a lifetime. Atleast up the placement. Plus some firms like the role of future generali strategy aren't open In all these aspects I think the pgdm is good. For the amount of bfs people fins aren't bad either. Even doing your HR from an IMI isn't really worth it unless you only have this option. B
Leakage : CGPA/GPA/Grad points is how important is it for summer and placement?? In the CGOR IMI it is really important to get a shortlist for the final staging. Also to choose your majors especially in CGNB finance are taken into account. For marketing it is quite flexible but overall an important factor in the IMI. B Leakage : Importance of ex work to non-ex work in IMI ???
Answers in the general shortlist and our profile have more non-working students in the current group. For a shortlist of trainees, it depends mainly on the company. While for internship, your 10th, 12th and grade score is taken into account from your work expp. Some companies just want engineers while some companies offer more creative roles bend towards Art and other
subjects. For the finals, workex people certainly have an advantage over the fresher and shortlisted according to both work experience and CGORD. B Leaks :Is the placement policy poking towards people with strong profiles offering them a wide range of options with the cost of placement of students with a poor profile? Frankly, in my opinion the shortlist of internships has
slammed towards your 10th/12th/grade score and hence many people with a really good profile and work experience have been abandoned. People who have good acads are shortlisted for interviews with many companies but those who are less scoreless are not allowed to sit for interviews only. There is a strict 5-cap policy for training, i.e. you can only take upto 5 interviews. To
provide equal opportunities to all students. But but it was not strictly followed and many students with a good past record in academia were allowed to take interviews until they got selected. But for acad records that are not very good or a good record has been shortlisted in just a few companies. For the end, the more your CGROP and ex the work taken into account for the
shortlist. B Leaked: How summer and IMI placement. (If you have data, please share) - Any one that is not replaced or less placed? Settlements have been good this year compared to last year. This year the average has been around 12.4 lc. Some excellent companies such as IOCL, Reckitt Benckiser, HSBC, EY, GEP have offered some excellent roles this year. Mass recruiters
are ICICI and HCL. Summer staging: summer has been good. Companies from all domains participate such as HSBC, IDBI BANK, Emami, Nestle, HUL, Reliance and more. B Leaked: It is found that 3+ (years) are not the ideal profile for the company (in a short listing of profiles). Is there the same case in IMI too? Yes, it's beleievd 3+ not an ideal profile but some students have
got a really good trainer with Pyramal, HUL. So it all depends on the student. Shortlisiting is becoming more difficult for students with good exploitation, but some good companies don't put those restrictions though. B Leaked: What is the ideal profile for an IMI? I believe having a good past acad score doesn't matter for your summer at the IMI but for your finals CGPA will take into
account to a great extent. IMI focuses on acads during shortlists for interviews. The group recently had a 60% non-working former and 40% working former student who was a good mix. Want to take some Aspirants questions (We've shared documents when they can ask questions) : AspirantQuestion: Placement and Prospects for people with 3.5+ years of Experience People
face issues to get shortlisted during summer training with 3-3.5 years of exploit but for the end there is no such issue. Some people have really got amazing profiles with good years of experience. It all depends on the person, how far you go out with your knowledge and interviews with a particular company Spiral Questions:I PGDM (finance) at IMT ghaziabad. The other options I
have are NMIMS mumbai and IMI delhi. Which should I go if I want to do a specialization in finance? Besides brand value, please consider the ROI factor as well when answering this question. thank you. I think NM finances are the best option of the given options. IMT Ghaziabad is a well-known brand for They have some really good marketing faculties. If you are sure to do NM
finances are the best, and then the IMI. Being in financial capital is a definite advantage to the people of NM and you'll get all the big names in that sector opening up a lot of roles under the domain. The IMI bfs course also do good. We have some really good teachers in finance. Taking the ROI in NM considerations costs around 22lc and IMI IMI So it's not really a big difference.
Surely NM has a brand in the Financial domain and will reap greater future benefits from IMT G or IMI Aspiration Questions: 1.What is the minimum package in Delhi IMI? Around 7.5-8lc 2.No't moved very- a little frankly! Maybe around 5. Almost all can make up to 3.How financially in Delhi IMI in terms of settlements for an avgacad man? As I mentioned earlier. BFS at IMI is
taking. There are some good roles have been offered in good companies. But you're only limited to fins and some strategic or general management roles aren't open to you. IMI has some really good financial faculties and definitely gets better. Aspirational Question: Prospects for someone with more than 2 years of IT work experience in IMI? What role can someone expect to get
after an MBA from an IMI? Sure if you have 2+ workex on IT, you don't want to go back to IT anymore after performing an MBA. Your company comes with IT roles too, however 2+ workex is open to various other roles, marketing research, analytical roles. There are no hard and fast rules to just get an IT 2 role. Is it advisable to go for financial specialization after more than 2 years
of work experience in it companies? Is it difficult to get a job in financial and marketing specialization and therefore just stick to general management and consulting roles? It's all upto that person. If the person really tends towards doing something, surely the sky is the limit. You are not restricted to taking any particular role. IMI offers a lot of marketing roles and there is no difficulty
for people with 2+ workex on it. Financially, some companies with a really good role test your financial knowledge. It's always about how far you're going to make a show in both studies and in interviews when some really good roles are offered. B Leak :P external – IMIVSIMT, IMIVSNMIMS, IMIVS SIBM, IMIVS SCHMRD IMI&gt;IMT (finance) , IMT &gt;IMI (marketing) , NM
&gt;IMI (finance) , SIBM(P)&gt;IMI, SCHMRD&gt;IMI B Leaked : Qualifying Acads and 90%ile in CAT (as appears candidate – not cleared Graduation) what your recommendations are – IMI or CAT 2017 I'll definitely recommend to give another shot! You've done pretty good paint and grades so while giving you some more setup can definitely take you a better college. However,
IMI is also a really good college if you think taking opportunities will be risky. B Leaks : 36+ months IT work ??? What your suggestion is, should he join or GREAT LAKES and other B-schools? Must be IMI. The biggest advantage of IMI is that it is located in the first lady and we have doors opened from many companies placed in Delhi / ncr. Imi did quite well compared to other
colleges in the same confinement. B Leakage : Give me some reason someone needs to join IMI? We have some amazing facultations better than IIMs, im not proud because of the im there but yes that really is! The way the classes are done are very interactive and interesting. B Leaks : Give me some reason one cannot join an IMI? Recently there has been an increase in the
size of the group. Infrastructure is one of the challenege that IMI is struggling with. Also due to the crunch infrastructure, we have no proper soil and sports activities are limited but in all the teaching and academic methodology of this institute is quite strong than the college in the same bracket. Thank you for your :) :)
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